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Explore history without the confines of time or distance. Dr. Isabel Soto is an
archaeologist and world explorer with the skills to go wherever and whenever she
needs to research history, solve a mystery, or rescue colleagues in trouble. Readers
join Izzy on her journeys and gain knowledge about historical places, eras, and cultures
on the way.
This title explores and explains how the Great Pyramid of Giza was built. The pyramid's
construction is described in terms of the engineering process. The book explores why
the pyramid was built and describes the design stages and technologies used during
construction. The book also describes the challenges builders faced while building the
pyramid
Discover the most incredible man-made wonders, from Stonehenge to Burj Khalifa, with
this unparalleled catalog of the most famous and intriguing buildings and monuments
created by humans. Manmade Wonders of the World features a range of structures
from buildings to monuments, statues, and bridges, including the Golden Gate Bridge
and Hoover Dam. It opens with a foreword by Dan Cruickshank and then takes the
reader on a continent-by-continent journey, exploring and charting the innovations,
ingenuity, and imagination employed by different cultures to create iconic buildings
such as the Great Pyramid of Giza. This truly global approach reveals how humans
tackled similar challenges, such as keeping the enemy out, in vastly different parts of
the world, from the Great Wall of China to the defensive walls of Central American
cities. Illustrations explain how the structures were built, while explanations cover the
history, architecture, and unique stories behind their construction. Featuring
breathtaking images, Manmade Wonders of the World is a complete celebration of the
world humans have built over thousands of years.
There is not time for explanations when Mr. hardy telephones Frank and Joe form the
West Coast and sends them flying off to England to help his old friend Professor
Rowbotham. Their stay in East Anglia begins with a weird omen, as they witness the
bizarre funeral of an old witchmaster. From then on, strange things happen. When the
Hardys learn about the strange disappearance of Lord Craighead, the plot deepens.
Danger follows them to Ireland as Frank and Joe survive a shipwreck and find a clue
from a frightened white which that leads to the torture chamber of a black witches’
coven, all in search of the telltale Witchmaster’s Key.
Here is a compelling guide to the exciting world of the emergency rescue services.
Dramatic full-color photographs of real incidents, equipment, clothing, and rescue
techniques offer insight into the dangerous work of the heroes who risk their lives to
save others. See the protective clothing that firefighters wear, the first rescue vehicles,
how animals can save people''slives, and what equipment an ambulance carries. Learn
how to survive until help arrives, about the work of international aid organizations, how
passengers were rescued after the Titanic sunk, and how people survive in times of
war. Discover how rescuers locate people in collapsed buildings, why radio became
essential for rescue services, how mountain rescue teams operate, what happens when
a plane crashes, and much, much more. Experience heart-pounding rescues with reallife heroes!
Featuring monuments and obelisks, hieroglyphics and jewelry, funerary masks, tombs
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and mausoleums, mummies of cats and statues of falcon-headed gods, Ancient Egypt
includes outstanding photographs and captions. From the Neolithic cave paintings in
Wadi Sura--created long before it was a desert when the region was savannah
grassland--to the Valley of the Kings, to the rock-cut temples at Abu Simbel, and from
the vast temple complexes at Karnak and Luxor to the funerary mask of Tutankhamun
and, of course, to the pyramids and the Sphinx, Ancient Egypt is a hugely colorful guide
to the surviving wonders of Egyptian antiquity. Today the exceptional beauty and scale
of the antiquities is legendary, drawing millions of visitors to Egypt's monuments each
year. Arranged by historical era, the book takes the reader along the ancient
settlements that were established on the banks of the River Nile. Through beautiful
photographs and expert captions, the reader gains an understanding of how ancient
Egypt developed its trade links and became such a powerful and wealthy force across
North Africa and the eastern Mediterranean. Alongside the world-famous places, there
are also fascinating, lesser-known entries, such as the Step Pyramid of Djoser, the bent
pyramid at Dahshur, and the Statue of Khaefre.
DK Eyewitness: Aztec, Inca, and Maya is a spectacular and informative guide to the
rise and fall of the pre-Columbian cultures of the Aztecs, Incas, and Mayas, who built
vast empires and left behind a legacy of mystery and wonder. Amazing color
photographs offer your child a unique "eyewitness" view of these incredible civilizations.
Show your child how jewelry was made, and learn what kind of food the Aztecs ate,
how the Incas built their homes, and how the Mayan calendar worked. They'll also
discover the secrets of the Inca stonemasons, the rites of passage every warrior had to
face, and ceremonies for human sacrifice.
DK Eyewitness Aztec is a spectacular and informative guide to the rise and fall of the
Aztecs, Incas, and Mayas, who built vast empires and left behind a legacy of mystery
and wonder. Incredible colour photographs offer your child a unique "eyewitness" view
of these amazing civilisations. Show your child how jewellery was made, and learn what
kind of food the Aztecs ate, how the Incas built their homes, and how the Mayan
calendar worked. Great for projects or just for fun, make sure your child learns
everything they need to know about the Aztecs. Find out more and download amazing
clipart images at www.dk.com/clipart.
DK Eyewitness Books: Mythology is an intriguing and captivating introduction to the
culturally diverse world of mythology. Stunning photographs of masks, jewelry, and
sculptures offer a unique eyewitness view of mythology and its gods, goddesses,
heroes, and monsters. See Quetzalcoatl's spectacular headdress, Native American
love dolls, a fire-breathing dragon, African trickster Eshu, the one-eyed Cyclops, and
much, much more in DK Eyewitness Books: Mythology!
Eyewitness Guides are best-selling, high-quality visual information books. This title is a
valuable resource to students whether they need to know about ancient burial chambers or
how workers lifted stones weighing up to 15 tonnes without complicated machinery.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Egypt is your indispensable guide to this remarkable part of the
world. This fully updated guide includes street maps of cities and towns, plus unique illustrated
cutaways, floor plans and reconstructions of the must-see sights. Vibrant full-color photography
will help you visualize your destinations as you discover Egypt one region at a time. Detailed
listings will inform you of the best hotels, restaurants, bars, and shops for all budgets. Explore
local festivals and markets, day trips and excursions to see ancient pyramids, and find your
way effortlessly around the region. DK's insider tips and cultural insight will help you explore
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every corner of Egypt, as if you were a local. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Egypt-showing you
what others only tell you. Now available in PDF format.
PyramidDk Pub
Eyewitness Science covers all the main aspects of this key subject for all children, from atoms,
elements, and energy, to forces, physics, and explosive chemical reactions.
In graphic novel format, follows the adventures of Isabel Soto as she discovers the secrets
about EgyptÕs great pyramids.
Looks at the secrets of these remarkable monuments of the ancient world, from the pyramid
tombs of Egypt to Central America's majestic temples.
DK Eyewitness Books: Dance is an original and exciting new guide to the magic and beauty of
dance around the world. Step-by-step sequences and glorious full-color photographs offer a
unique "eyewitness" view of dance traditions including the magical performances, stunning
costumes, and extraordinary talent of dancers. See a ballet costume designed by Picasso,
dancers who balance on stilts, and headdresses studded with gemstones. Discover why
Javanese dancers "flow like water", the stories of the great classical ballets, see dance crazes
from the last 100 years, and much, much more. The most trusted nonfiction series on the
market, Eyewitness Books provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at their subjects with a
unique integration of words and pictures.
From Herodotus's day to the present political upheavals, the steady flow of the Nile has been
Egypt's heartbeat. It has shaped its geography, controlled its economy and moulded its
civilisation. The same stretch of water which conveyed Pharaonic battleships, Ptolemaic grain
ships, Roman troop-carriers and Victorian steamers today carries modern-day tourists past
bankside settlements in which rural life – fishing, farming, flooding – continues much as it has
for millennia. At this most critical juncture in the country's history, foremost Egyptologist Toby
Wilkinson takes us on a journey up the Nile, north from Lake Victoria, from Cataract to
Cataract, past the Aswan Dam, to the delta. The country is a palimpsest, every age has left its
trace: as we pass the Nilometer on the island of Elephantine which since the days of the
Pharaohs has measured the height of Nile floodwaters to predict the following season's
agricultural yield and set the parameters for the entire Egyptian economy, the wonders of Giza
which bear the scars of assault by nineteenth-century archaeologists and the modern-day
unbridled urban expansion of Cairo – and in Egypt's earliest art (prehistoric images of fishtraps carved into cliffs) and the Arab Spring (fought on the bridges of Cairo) – the Nile is our
guide to understanding the past and present of this unique, chaotic, vital, conservative yet
rapidly changing land.
Since the advent of religion upon our earth, humankind has sought to spiritually connect
effectively with the Supreme Being, Source of All, and Great Cosmic Creator. Today, many
confused current and former followers of religious doctrines and churchgoers still question God
about the reason for their existence. In other words, they are sincerely seeking to discover their
life purpose while asking, “Why am I here?” In Finding Your Benben Stone: - Learn how to
connect your mind with the universal quantum life force to awaken unto the highest level of
spiritual Consciousness, and continually draw upon the infinite powers of the Great Cosmic
Seed of Life within this New Age of Enlightenment. - Understand how to find your life purpose
by following your intuition and passionate feelings. - Experience being set free of fear, worry,
doubt, and lack of self-confidence by the all-powerful and encompassing comforter: The Spirit
of Truth. - Discover how to enter the kingdom of heaven within you, so that you may receive
the desires of your heart and experience the most imaginable bliss-filled life of abundance.

Here is an original and exciting new look at fossils - the remains of long-vanished
animals and plants. Stunning real-life photographs of the spectacular remains of
ancient lives offer a unique "eyewitness" view of what fossils are, how they were
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formed, and how they lived millions of years ago. See pearls that are 50 million
years old, a dinosaur''s toe, a troublesome "snake" that was turned to stone, a
fossilized human being, and a snail made of precious stones. Learn howfossils
are formed, how trilobites have been preserved for 590 million years, where to
look for a belemnite, and how fossils helped the pharaohs of ancient Egypt.
Discover which are the most precious fossils in the world, where ammonites
lived, how big mammoths were, what a devil's toenail looks like, and much, much
more.
This remarkable book explores the history and practice of Buddhism, beginning
with the life of Buddha and continuing to the spread of Buddhism from Asia to the
Western world. Beautiful photographs show the rituals, artifacts, and architecture
that are important to the Buddhist tradition. See Buddha statues from many
different countries and the Dalai Lama’s palace. Learn about the Wheel of Life
and what the lotus flower symbolizes. Discover the Four Noble Truths, what life is
really like for Buddhist monks, what happens during the Hana Matsuri festival,
and much, much more! Explore the teachings and traditions of this ancient
religion
Highlighting more than just the Seven Wonders of the World-the Pyramids of
Giza, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the Temple of Artemis, the Statue of
Zeus, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, the Colossus of Rhodes, and the
Lighthouse of Alexandria-DK Eyewitness Books: Wonders of the World
showcases more than 50 architectural feats and natural treasures. From manmade landscapes like the Statue of Liberty to record-breaking natural marvels
like the Nile River, this book takes kids on an incredible journey around the
world's most awesome sights. Each revised Eyewitness book retains the
stunning artwork and photography from the groundbreaking original series, but
the text has been reduced and reworked to speak more clearly to younger
readers. Still on every colorful page: Vibrant annotated photographs and the
integrated text-and-pictures approach that makes Eyewitness a perennial favorite
of parents, teachers, and school-age kids.
Take a detailed look at the fascinating world of robots - from the earliest singletask machines to the advanced intelligence of robots with feelings. Young
readers will be amazed to learn all that robots can do: perform delicate surgical
operations, clean city sewers, work as museum tour guides, or even battle each
other in combat. Find out how humans have created these mechanical minds and
bodies. The most trusted nonfiction series on the market, Eyewitness Books
provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at their subjects with a unique
integration of words and pictures.
Travel back in time with this picture-led guide and explore the magnificent
monuments and fabulous tombs of ancient Egypt. This book takes you through
the history of one of the world's most extraordinary civilizations. You will venture
inside pyramids and gaze upon the faces of mummies, come face-to-face with
pharaohs such as Rameses the Great and Tutankhamun and sail down the Nile
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to the fabulous cities of Memphis and Thebes. Eyewitness Ancient Egypt brings
the rich and powerful Eyptian kingdoms back to life in all their glory. This
museum in a book uses striking full-colour photographs and illustrations of aweinspiring tombs, crumbling papyruses, cryptic hieroglyphics, glittering jewellery
and much more along with amazing facts, infographics, statistics, and timelines
to reveal this civilization's secrets as never before. Part of DK's best-selling
Eyewitness series, which is now getting an exciting makeover, this popular title
has been reinvigorated for the next generation of information-seekers and stay-athome explorers, with a fresh new look, new photographs, updated information,
and a new "eyewitness feature - fascinating first-hand accounts from experts in
the field.
Looks at the secrets of the monumental structures of the ancient world, from the
tombs of Egypt to the pyramids of Central America.
Join The Secret Explorers as they go up against thieves in ancient Egypt in the
third installment of this action-packed, fact-filled book series. The Secret
Explorers come together from all four corners of the globe to fix problems, solve
mysteries, and gather knowledge all over the planet - and beyond. Whenever
their help is needed, a special sign will appear on a door. They step through to
the Exploration Station and receive their mission... In The Secret Explorers and
the Tomb Robbers, Gustavo (history expert) and Kiki (engineering expert) are set
the mission of stopping the Cairo Museum from closing down. They travel back in
time to ancient Egypt and are soon drawn into a tense, thrilling adventure that
involves breaking into pyramids, learning ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics, and
stopping thieves hoping to rob all the treasure from the Pharaoh's tomb. Packed
with fun illustrations and facts about the real-life Pharaoh Khufu and his
treasures, ancient Egyptian religion, and how mummies were made, this thrilling
adventure is perfect for young readers. Also available as an audiobook, narrated
by actor Alfred Enoch.
Eyewitness Treasure takes a look at the wide variety of precious objects that
have been the seeds of greed, conquest, crime, and adventure over the history of
humankind. Read about how these treasures were created, how they were lost,
and how they've been uncovered by explorers and scientists.
The snacks we all know and love: rich chocolate, fresh strawberries, french fries,
and . . . deep fried insects? Yes, insects are considered a healthy snack in some
cultures, and for a good reason—they are low in fat and high in protein!
Eyewitness Food serves up a rich history of the food we eat, from edible plants to
manufactured meals and more. Starting with a colorful depiction of the food chain
and featuring an in-depth look at every level of the food pyramid, discover the
inside scoop on food. This guide offers a list of useful websites about food and
nutrition as well as a comprehensivetimeline of the world’s food history. With the
help of hundreds of full color photographs, see where the food on your dinner
plate starts out, find out how different foods are used together to create new
flavors, discover exotic delicacies from around the world, and much, much more!
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Discover the inside story of food from genetic modification to healthy eating
Discover more about the amazing Maya by "visiting" the city of Chichen Itza. Although it's
known more as an important tourist attraction today, the city of Chichen Itza was a powerful
religious, political, scientific, and artistic center of the Maya people. Readers will learn about
how Chichen Itza began and what happened to cause the downfall of a great society. The
book also provides details about the culture of the Maya of Chichen Itza and the stunning
architecture they built like the El Castillo pyramid, the Temple of the Warriors, and the massive
ball court that was used for games and rituals.
Travel back in time with this picture-led guide and explore the magnificent monuments and
fabulous tombs of Ancient Egypt. This book takes you through the history of one of the world's
most extraordinary civilizations. You will venture inside pyramids and gaze upon the faces of
mummies, come face-to-face with pharaohs such as Rameses the Great and Tutankhamun
and sail down the Nile to the fabulous cities of Memphis and Thebes. DK Eyewitness Ancient
Egypt brings the rich and powerful Eyptian kingdoms back to life in all their glory. This museum
in a book uses striking full-colour photographs and illustrations of awe-inspiring tombs,
crumbling papyruses, cryptic hieroglyphics, glittering jewellery and much more along with
amazing facts, infographics, statistics, and timelines to reveal this civilization's secrets as never
before. Part of the best-selling DK Eyewitness, which is now getting an exciting makeover, this
popular title has been reinvigorated for the next generation of information-seekers and stay-athome explorers, with a fresh new look, new photographs, updated information, and a new
"eyewitness feature - fascinating first-hand accounts from experts in the field.
Looks at the ancient civilizations of Egypt, Greece, Rome, China, India, the Americas, and
Mesopotamia and discusses the achievements and culture of each.
“The mystery of the pyramids is solved before our eyes” in this illustrated YA guide to their
construction by the Caldecott Medal-winning author (Kirkus). In Pyramid, acclaimed author and
illustrator David Macaulay explores the construction of ancient Egyptian pyramids from the
initial planning stages to the methods used to lift stones up to the structure’s highest level.
Through concise text and richly detailed black and white illustrations your readers are
introduced not only to ancient Egyptian engineering, tools, and labor practices, but also the
philosophy of life, death, and afterlife that made these awe-inspiring monuments necessary as
a pharaoh’s final resting place. "Macaulay's brilliant Pyramid shows, detail by detail, how the
great pharaohs' burial places were conceived and constructed… His draftsmanship is
unexcelled, and his book is pharaonic in opulence and design."—Time
Settle down by the fire . . . . . . and immerse yourself in this mesmerising new colouring book.
Join celebrations across the world and throughout the ages, from skating at the Rockefeller
Center to surfing in Sydney and frost fairs on the Thames to Victorian toy shops. Travel with
the wise men following a star, spot Santa's sleigh skimming over the rooftops and discover
dazzling gingerbread houses with Lizzie's intricate inky illustrations. A whole world of festivity is
waiting for you inside . . .
Discover how the world's first people lived from cave dwellings to the tools of the Iron Age with
DK Eyewitness Books: Early Humans. Learn how early people hunted and gathered their food,
which people made jewelry out of leopards' teeth, how bread was made in the Bronze Age,
how mummies and bog bodies have been preserved, and much, much more in Eyewitness:
Early Humans!
Introduces the mysteries that surround four ancient sites, Easter Island, Tiahuanaco, the Great
Pyramid of Egypt, and the lost city of Eldorado, and discusses the various explanations that
have been given for them.
From the intriguing world of pharaohs in Ancient Egypt, to the arts of Greece and Rome, to the
amazing culture of the Mayans, Eyewitness: Ancient Civilizations looks at the world's most
intriguing societies and the legacies they left behind. The most trusted nonfiction series on the
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market, Eyewitness Books provide an in-depth, comprehensive look at their subjects with a
unique integration of words and pictures.
Full of great tales of achievement and ingenuity, Engineers celebrates 80 of the greatest
engineers that ever lived and the stamp they have left on the world. Learn all about how their
projects have changed the course of history and added to human progress from the men who
built the Great Pyramid in Egypt to the Industrial Revolution and the impressive structures of
Isambard Kingdom Brunel and on to the pioneers of space travel and the computer scientists
of today. From initial concepts to prototypes and finished designs, Engineers is full to bursting
with technical drawings, specially commissioned artworks, blueprints and virtual tours that help
bring the structures, inventions and technological breakthroughs to life. Engineers is for
anyone who is intrigued by the power of the pioneering mind.

They Pyramids at Giza have stood for over 4,500 years, and the amazing feat of
their construction is shrouded in mystery. DK Eyewitness Books: Pyramid tried to
answer some of the riddles about them and the people who built them, through
fascinating facts and specially commissioned photography. Discover what
archeological finds have revealed about life on the banks of the Nile during the
Pyramid Age in DK Eyewitness: Pyramid. See the pyramids and temples of Egypt
and Mexico in breathtaking detail, as well as statues of pharaohs, officials,
workers, and religious texts written on stone and papyrus thousands of years
ago. Reconstructions show the step Pyramid Complex at Saqqara, the interior
passages of the Great Pyramid, and a pyramid being built. DK Eyewitness:
Pyramid is a unique and fascinating introduction to the mysteries of these striking
and colossal structures.
Describes how rescue teams use vehicles, equipment, and animals to bring
people to safety after natural disasters and accidents in space and at sea, and
how relief organizations help supply needed clothing, food, and medical care.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Egypt is your in-depth guide to the very best of the
oldest tourist destination on Earth. Take day trips and excursions to see ancient
pyramids, visit the monuments of the Nile Valley and the souks, mosques and
madrassas of Islamic Cairo, experience local festivals and markets, and don't
miss out on the delicious street food. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Egypt. + Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination highlights at a glance. +
Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. + Floor plans and guided
visitor information for major museums. + Guided walking tours, local drink and
dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to eat, drink, and shop by area.
+ Area maps marked with sights. + Detailed city map of Cairo includes street
finder indexes for easy navigation. + Insights into history and culture to help you
understand the stories behind the sights. + Hotel and restaurant listings highlight
DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs,
hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide: Egypt truly shows you this country as no one else can.
Here is an original and exciting new guide to the enthralling challenges of life and
death on the world''s greatest mountain ranges. Spectacular, full-color
photographs of secret mountain kingdoms and scenes of courageous climbers as
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they conquer the summits present an inspiring "eyewitness" view of the majesty
of mountains. See castles among the clouds, cable cars, funiculars, and steep
mountain roads, lost ruins of the fabled Inca and Aztec civilizations, and dramatic
waterfalls and rock formations. Learn how mountains are created, where to seek
shelter in an avalanche, why the body of Otzi, the Ice Man, lay undiscovered for
centuries, and why the Crusaders perched castles on peaks.Discover the truth
behind yetis and other mountain myths, what really happened on Mallory and
Irvine''s fatal expedition to Everest, the sacrifice of the ice maidens of the Andes,
how climbers tackle a sheer rock face, and much much more. Explore the
colossal mountain as never before.
You still see the Egyptian pyramids standing tall today. But do you know who
made them and why they were made? Let this educational book show you the
answers! The use of pictures, along with texts, makes this book a must-have for
your little learner. In fact, don't act surprised if your child asks for this book as
bedtime story! Who says only fairy tales make great stories?
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